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Art Club Begins!
Spring breeze brought a new
creative club to GYE –it’s Art Club! But
wait… what does it mean? What do you
understand by “art”? Well, that’s a good
question!
Is art a painting or a drawing? Or
maybe the ability to do something out of
nothing? Handicrafts? Handmade objects in general? Is art about the skills
and talent or concepts and creativity?
We hear the word “portrait” and
we immediately qualify it as “art”. But
what if this “portrait” isn’t painted, drawn
or sculpted? What if it doesn’t resemble
a human being at all? Or even the opposite: if it consists of transparent bacteria
with strands of DNA? Is it still a portrait?
Yes, even more “realistic” than normally.
But is it still… art?
These and many other questions
about the “nature of art” are discussed
on Wednesday afternoons in the GYE
office! Sound boring? Don’t be afraid!
We’re not letting participants fall asleep
during the sessions. With Beatka, Nini
and Giorgi you can be sure that you will
have something interesting to do with
your hands as well.
Of what does the Art Club recipe
consist? Lots of creativity during handicraft workshops, some fun with painting
and a little bit of art theory, not to make
the club “too sweet”.

Participants gave our club a taste
on March 12th during an open house
where the connection between art and
food was discussed. After that, for dessert, participants watched a presentation
of handicraft ideas in order to choose
concepts they like most. The decision
was made and the following session (19th
of March) beautiful lampshades were
created. How? Participants blew into
balloons and then glued yarn around it.
When the balloons dried up the colorful
lampshade were ready! After this activity
our artists prepared stencils of Marilyn
Monroe, Charlie Chaplin, Mona Lisa and
Mickey Mouse and later sprayed them.
The result was astonishing! Check it out
in the entrance to GYE office!
Art Club in GYE office. Every Wednesday from 18:00 till 20:00. You’re invited!
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International Day for the Elimination
of Racial Discrimination
It was March 21, 1960 at Sharpeville in South Africa
when dozens of black people got killed and hundreds were injured by police during a peaceful protest action. The 21st of
March is now the International Day for the Elimination of Racial
Discrimination and is meant not only to remind us of the massacre in South Africa but also to think of all the people around the
world who are still facing racial discrimination in their daily lives.
The volunteers of GYE organized an open-air activity in
Rustavi where they addressed the problem of racial discrimination. Some dexterous volunteers prepared posters with quotes
concerning anti-racism while others, accompanied by some
Georgian GYE members, were responsible for implementing the
activity. Posters were installed and the volunteers explained the
to passersby what our action was about and asked to take a picture with one of the posters to support the elimination of racial
discrimination. So, be like a panda: black, white and Asian!
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Evaluation Seminar of LTTC "TRAINO"
From the 24th to the 30th of March 2014, Association "Georgian Youth for Europe" hosted the
final stage of the long term training course "Transfers of Innovation in Outdoor Education‐
TRAINO", in Rustavi Georgia.
Evaluation Seminar "Evaluation Seminar of LTTC "TRAINO" gathered 24 participants from
partner organizations located both in Programme and Partner countries: Georgia, Lithuania, Moldova,
Belgium, Armenia, Spain, Germany and Poland. The overall aim of the project “TRAINO” was to increase the quality of youth work in Europe, especially focusing on the inclusion and participation of
young people in youth work programmes. It was achieved through the transfer and adaptation of existing innovative methodologies used for outdoor education of young people. Now we are in the last
phase – the international evaluation meeting, which sought to achieve the following objectives:
1.To review and evaluate piloted outdoor education methods in countries of promoters
2. To collate created media products from the piloting phase and develop dissemination strategies for wider multiplying effect
3.To elaborate ideas for future how transferred and adapted methods could be used by other
promoters of the project
4. To provide space for development of new European mobility projects of young people and
youth workers.
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International Women’s Day: Upside Down
“While I was enjoying the
nice weather and reading The
Guardian on the balcony, my husband was preparing lunch for our
children”. EVS volunteers of GYE
decided to illustrate the possibility of
reversing male and female gender
roles as the 8th of March, International Women's Day, was approaching.
Together with SIQA volunteers, we organized a series of
skits: “International Women's Day:
Upside Down” dedicated to the right
of men and women to choose what
(not) to do and the reciprocal necessity to respect these decisions. This
right starts where daily life begins –
at home – and this seems to be forgotten more often than one would
imagine. Therefore, the final idea
was to perform short sketches illustrating men performing 'typical' female household activities and another way round.
When the big day came, it
was a rainy Saturday, we packed

the equipment for the upcoming performance and headed to our very
public “stage”. Our demonstration
started with a woman driving an
imaginary car while her husband
sitting next to her was taking care of
their small child. The next scene
was about a husband serving tea to
his wife and her friends who were
about to play a card game. The performance continued with a man
sewing and a woman repairing the
sink and ended with the woman
reading a newspaper and the man
cleaning the floor.
We also offered the idea of
the event to other EVS volunteers in
Georgia, so that it took place not
only in Rustavi, but also in Zugdidi.
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Job Shadowing in GYE
Job Shadowing is
one of many European
projects. It gives you the
possibility to visit organizations in other countries and
to have practical learning
experience. You learn how
another NGO works and
you gain the opportunity to
represent the NGO that
sent you.
Hueseyin (22) and Michaela (24) were
sent by the NGO Loesje Berlin, where they are
volunteers, to visit GYE.
Loesje was founded in 1983 in Arnhem,
The Netherlands. Loesje is active in many countries and it has the goal of getting people to think
about topics that are influencing our society, which
is why Loesje creates posters that can be spread
everywhere. (watch the Loesje posters on page 9)
At GYE they attended and participated in
many different after school clubs that GYE offers
to members. They also gave one Loesje Creative
Writing Workshop during the Human Rights Club.

They also have had the chance to visit two
more NGO”s that are located in Tbilisi. At first
they went to Greens Movement of Georgia/
Friends of Earth Georgia. At GMG they got to
know about the ecological situation in Georgia.
As Hueseyin and Michaela admitted it was really
interesting to hear about the different projects organizations are making.
The second organization they visited was
the LEPL Children and Youth National Center.
They also gave one writing workshop there.
Beside their visits at NGO”s they also had
the chance to see some places in Georgia. They
visited Tbilisi and Batumi and they loved it!
Message from Hueseyin and Michaela:
“We both think that we learned a lot during our
Job Shadowing in Georgia and we are thankful
for the time at GYE. We hope to see them
again in the future.” We hope so as well ;)
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Spring Gardening
Warm days, blooming trees and green grass
next to our office motivated us to (finally) clean the
small yard next to our office.
On the 1st of March, EVS and Peace Corp volunteers started working together to make the GYE
EZO less “trashy” and more friendly to Rustavi’s environment. They had started from throwing away all the
rubbish and cleaning the ground. In the meantime they
visited Gardenia in Tbilisi in order to buy thyme, basil
and lemon grass for the herb garden. Later they
planted them in the EZO… No! I’m lying! They didn’t
plant the herbs, our neighbor, from upstairs, did it!
From the very beginning of the volunteers’ gardening the mysterious man from upstairs was observing them with surprise. Volunteers were afraid that he
was angry at them and would soon forbid them to clean the yard. However, one day, they noticed that he was
cleaning the EZO (yard) as well.
-“Does he want to show us that this garden belongs to him?” – they were asking themselves. After
they had seen him bringing new plants for the garden, they were sure that this was his intention. To show
him that GYE members were not trying to claim his garden, but the opposite - help him with gardening, The
Peace Corp volunteer decided to give him the plants volunteers bought. His reaction was totally unacceptable! He called Christine (P.C. volunteer) a “KARGI GOGO” (a good girl) and started plating the herbs of volunteers. And do you know what? That wasn’t the only Georgian, who reacted to GYE’s gardening! People
passing by the EZO chatted with volunteers in order to know: why are they cleaning the garden? who does it
belong to? Were these volunteers from the organization next to the
garden? Every second person,
smiles when he/she sees that someone is gardening and some people
have even brought flowers and
plants to help the gardeners make
the EZO ready to bloom!
So even though we still find a
lot of litter next to the yard every day,
we don’t lose our motivation! Definitely our enthusiasm will grow, if you
decide to support SPRING GARDENING actively!
So if you want to help us
bring a fully blossoming Spring to
Rustavi, join us.
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Hiking and camping at Armazi
One nice and sunny day, it was March 16th, GYE Young
Leaders Team went hiking to the Armazi Canyon, where they spent
night over. Their time was very productive: learning how to make a
fire in nature, how to raise a tent, how to survive, but what was most
important was that they learned
to function as a team.
The plan was to stay
over night and it came true although the group was met by a
major storm the following morning. This obstacle on adds to the motivation of our brave GYE team to be able to hike again, use zip lines, and be
trained in further outdoor activities that can be used in the camps and international exchanges in the future.

GYE Member of the Month Award!
The member of the
her opinion, makes learnmonth – Irma Kurtanidze.
ing “alive”. At the same
German club leader
time Irma appreciates the
Edita chose her because
possibility to learn more
she is very hard-working
about European ways of
and sincerely interested in
life; she is very keen about
German language and cullearning new things in gentur learning. We especially
eral.
appreciate her serious attiIrma thinks that
tude even though she is
learning languages opens
one of youngest particifuture opportunities, inpants (she is 17 years old
cluding, but not limited to
and is currently attending
GYE’s projects in foreign
th
11 grade in the public
countries.
Irma
Kurtanidze
school Nr. 22 in Rustavi).
We want to thank
Irma found out about “Georgian Youth for
her for her motivation beEurope” (GYE) during the promotion of GYE at
cause students' and
her school. She is attending the German and
teacher's motivation is ofSpanish Language Clubs and thinks that GYE
ten interconnected. We
provides a unique opportunity to learn languages
wish her a lot of selftaught by people who are native speakers which
confidence and luck in
makes the learning much more attractive. This, in
achieving her goals.
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Stencils by Nini
Nini Amiranashvili is member we appreciate
and respect a lot! She is coming to Human
Rights Club, Spanish club, helping with Sapovnela and. Together with EVS Ania and Bea,
she is leading art Club where she is using her
talent and skills gained during the studies at
Tbilisi State Academy
of Arts.
See the stencils making
headed by Nini.

Procedure of making stencils
in a few steps:
 Draw a picture of the image you want to create a
stencil from or find a picture or photograph online
 Create the final image with clean lines and good contrast
 Print out the final image
 Tape the paper with the stencil image to the material
you want to spray (wall, path, whatever :))
 Cut out the areas of your image where you want the
paint to show using a utility knife.
 Attach the stencil to your painting surface with tape or
by spraying adhesive on the back of the stencil, and
then waiting 1 to 2 minutes before sticking it on the
painting surface.
 Spray paint and remove the stencil
 Enjoy cool result ;)
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Loesje Posters
Read more on organisation Loesje on page 5.
Posters from Loesje Creative Writing Workshop in GYE you’ll find in next Bulldozer Volume.

ASSOCIATION “GEORGIAN YOUTH FOR EUROPE”
Georgian Youth For Europe is an non-governmental organization that was established on the 25th of December 2006. The organization is based in Rustavi City, in the
Kvemo Kartli Region of Eastern Georgia.
GYE promotes learning through peer-education training and workshops on art and
management; healthy lifestyles by organizing outdoor activities, hobby clubs, first aid
courses; democratic principles by offering work shops on human rights; environmentallyconscious behavior by raising public awareness about environmental issues through yard
clean-up campaigns, after-school programs on environmental problems.

Georgian Youth for Europe
Rustavi 3700 Georgia
georgianyouth@gmail.com
www.gye.ge
Facebook
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